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A B S T R A C T

Background: In a previous study, we observed that the majority of interruptions

experienced by nurses in a cardiovascular intensive care unit (CVICU) carried information

directly related to their patient or other aspects of work affecting other patients or

indirectly affecting their patient. Further, the proportion of interruptions with personal

content was significantly higher during low-severity (in case of an error as defined by

nurses) tasks compared to medium- and high-severity tasks suggesting that other

personnel may have evaluated the criticality of the nurses’ tasks before interrupting.

However, this earlier study only collected data when an interruption happened and thus

could not investigate interruption rate as a function of primary task type and severity

while controlling for primary task duration as an exposure variable.

Objectives: We addressed this methodological limitation in a second observational study

that was conducted to further study interruptions and also to evaluate an interruption

mitigation tool. The data from the baseline condition (i.e., no tool) is analyzed in this paper

to validate the results of our previous study and to report interruption rates observed

during tasks of varying severities (low, medium, high), with a particular focus on

comparing different interruption contents.

Design and setting: The study was conducted in a 24-bed closed CVICU at a Canadian

hospital, during day shifts.

Participants: The baseline condition involved thirteen nurses.

Methods: Over a 3-week period, three researchers observed these nurses 46–120 min

each, with an average of 89 min. Data were collected in real time, using a tablet computer

and software designed for this purpose. The rate of interruptions with different content

was compared across varying task severity levels as defined by CVICU nurses.

Results: Nurses spent about 50% of their time conducting medium-severity tasks (e.g.,

documentation), 35% conducting high-severity tasks (e.g., procedure), and 14% conducting

low-severity tasks (e.g., general care). The rate of interruptions with personal content

observed during low-severity tasks was 1.97 (95% confidence interval, CI: 1.04, 3.74) and

3.23 (95% CI: 1.51, 6.89) times the rate of interruptions with personal content observed

during high- and medium-severity tasks, respectively.

Conclusions: Interrupters might have evaluated task severity before interrupting.

Increasing the transparency of the nature and severity of the task being performed
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What is already known about the topic?

� Intensive care unit nurses get interrupted frequently;
however, majority of the interruptions they receive may
convey task- or patient-related information and thus
have positive implications.
� There is some evidence suggesting that the proportion of

interruptions with personal content is higher during
low-severity (severity in case of an error) tasks compared
to medium- and high-severity tasks. This indicates that
other personnel may evaluate the criticality of the
nurses’ tasks before interrupting.

What this paper adds

� Not only are medium and high-severity tasks conducted
frequently by ICU nurses, they also receive more
interruptions than low-severity tasks. Thus, efforts
should be made to minimize interruptions that could
lead to errors, especially for high-severity tasks.
� Controlling for exposure (i.e., time spent performing

different primary tasks), the rate of interruptions
(per hour) with personal content is significantly higher
during low-severity tasks compared to medium- and
high-severity tasks. This finding provides support for
the efficacy of tools or methods, which can improve the
awareness of other personnel of the tasks performed by
nurses.

1. Introduction

Interruptions experienced by intensive care unit (ICU)
nurses are being studied widely due to their prevalence
(Tucker and Spear, 2006) and their potentially negative
effects on nurses’ performance (Ballermann et al., 2010;
Drews, 2007; Grundgeiger et al., 2010). However, not all
interruptions are necessarily negative, and in certain
contexts, ICU nurses may benefit from interruptions that
communicate information related to patients, tasks, or
decisions-at-hand (Coiera and Tombs, 1998; Grundgeiger
and Sanderson, 2009; Rivera-Rodriguez and Karsh, 2010;
Sasangohar et al., 2012; Walji et al., 2004). For example,
ICU alarms (e.g., from intravenous pumps) can indicate an
off-normal condition that needs immediate attention, or a
nurse can interrupt another nurse to communicate an
important event (e.g., patient arrival, hand-overs).

An earlier study we conducted in a Canadian Cardio-
vascular ICU (CVICU) revealed that the majority of the
observed interruptions conveyed patient- or work-related
content (Sasangohar et al., 2014). Therefore, mitigation
strategies aimed at blocking interruptions with no
consideration for interruption content may disrupt the
communication of potentially important information.
Overall, the interactions between the context in which

interruptions happen (e.g., sources of interruption, tasks
being interrupted), the interruption content (e.g., informa-
tion conveyed, purpose of interruption), and the interrup-
tion characteristics (e.g., frequency and duration) can
provide insights into developing more situation-specific
mitigation approaches (Sasangohar et al., 2014). For
example, non-urgent, non-task-relevant interruptions
should be delayed or blocked during high-severity or
highly critical tasks, whereas urgent or task-relevant
interruptions might be allowed during low-severity tasks
that are not as critical.

In our earlier CVICU study (Sasangohar et al., 2014), we
observed that the staff’s (e.g., nurses, MDs, other services)
interruption behavior varied as a function of primary task
severity (high, medium, or low) and interruption content
(personal, patient-related, or work-related). To define the
former variable, four experienced nurses were asked to
categorize CVICU tasks as having high-, medium-, or low-
severity outcomes in case of an error. The nurses
responded individually, and the mode response was
chosen for task severity. Overall, the proportion of
interruptions with personal content was observed to be
higher during low-severity tasks, compared to medium-
and high-severity tasks. These results reveal a certain level
of intuitive task-severity awareness among the interrup-
ters, suggesting that a deliberate attempt at making task
severity more transparent may help others modulate when
and how they interrupt a nurse. However, this earlier study
had a significant limitation in that the primary tasks were
only recorded when an interruption happened and thus
did not capture the prevalence of non-interrupted tasks.
Previous studies have shown variation in the percentage of
time nurses spend performing different ICU tasks. For
example, Keohane et al. (2008) reported that about 10% of
ICU tasks they observed were documentation, whereas
Wong et al. (2003) reported documentation to be around
35%.

This methodological limitation was addressed in a
second observational study conducted at the same CVICU.
In this second study, we collected contextual information
about the nurses’ primary tasks in addition to the
interruptions they experience in order to assess whether
occurrence of interruptions varies as a function of primary
task severity and interruption content. The overall
objective of this second study was to further investigate
interruptions and to also evaluate the effectiveness of an
interruption mitigation tool, which was installed in one
of the 24 rooms of this CVICU. The baseline data (i.e., data
collected in 11 rooms without the tool) are used in this
paper to validate the findings of the first observational
study and also to report the make-up of different ICU
tasks we observed. The findings on the effectiveness
of the mitigation tool are presented in Sasangohar et al.
(in press).

may help others further modulate when and how they interrupt a nurse. Overall, rather

than try to eliminate all interruptions, mitigation strategies should consider the relevance

of interruptions to a task or patient as well as their urgency.

� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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ethods

The CVICU of a Canadian hospital affiliated with the
versity of Toronto, Faculty of Medicine was observed

ekdays over a 3-week period. The unit is a 24-bed closed
CU that only accepts cardiovascular or vascular (both
tive and emergent) surgery patients. The number of

ients within the unit varies over the week, with about
patients cared for on Sunday, 16 on Monday, 20 on
sday, and 22 for the rest of the week. The study was
roved by the Research Ethics Board of this hospital
ronto, Canada, File #: 13-7147-AE) and as per ethics
s, all information obtained during the study is kept in

ct confidence and no personal identifiers are attached
he data.
A convenience sampling methodology was employed.
a given day, the observers first identified the rooms

ich had patients and then asked the CVICU nurses
proximately 20) who cared for those patients to
ticipate in the study. The first nurse to agree, who

 not participated in the study before, was selected to
ticipate. Overall, 13 nurses participated in baseline data
ection. The observations were conducted in a specific
 room that was under the care of the participant. The
erver was stationed in this room and recorded
rruptions experienced by the participant throughout

 session. Other nurses were only observed if they

interrupted the participant. Their consent was not required
by the Research Ethics Board.

Observations were conducted on weekdays between
10:00 and 18:00 during day shifts (07:30–19:30) over a 3-
week period. Three observers (1 Ph.D. and 2 undergraduate
engineering students) trained in observational research
methods and research ethics, who had experience con-
ducting observations at the same CVICU, conducted
thirteen observation sessions (1 observer per session)
with one participant per session. Each participant was
observed between 46 and 120 min, with an average of
89 min. The total observation time was 19 h. Each 2-h
block from 10:00 to 18:00 was observed at least two times.
Undergraduate students had been involved in the previous
observational study conducted at the same CVICU (Sasan-
gohar et al., 2014) and received further training before data
collection. In addition, they performed two pilot studies
(2 h each) along with the Ph.D. student. Furthermore, a
codebook was developed to ensure standard adoption of
terminology and to homogenize event coding (Table 1).
This codebook was improved from the one used in our
previous study (Sasangohar et al., 2014) based on lessons
learned from this earlier study. The top three categories in
Table 1 (i.e., interruption source, primary task, interruption
content) were similar to our first observational study and
were based on a review of the literature (Sasangohar et al.,
2012) and interviews conducted with three experienced

le 1

cription of data collection categories: Lists of sources of interruption, primary tasks, and interruption content; modified from Sasangohar et al. (in press).

terruption source Primary task Interruption content

esthesiologist: CVICU medical anesthesia

erk: CVICU staff in charge of documentation

and communication

uipment: Any noise or alarm related to

medical equipment

D: CVICU medical fellows

rse: Other nurses in the unit

tient: Patient under care

A: Patient-care assistants are in charge of

helping the medical team in tasks such as

moving the patient, bed setup, walking the

patients.

C: Patient-care coordinator works directly

with CVICU manager and entire health care

team facilitating flow of patients while

ensuring all patients and family needs are met.

armacist: Hospital personnel in charge of

supply of medications to CVICU staff

one: Any phone that is answered

ysiologist: Hospital personnel in charge of

post-surgical patient rehabilitation

ychologist: Hospital personnel in charge of

providing psychological consultation to

patients and family members

rgeon: Hospital personnel who perform the

surgery

sitor: Visitors or family members

ray technician: Hospital personnel who perform

in-room X-ray imaging

her: Any other personnel or source that the

observer is not familiar with

Connecting equipment: Connecting medical

equipment to patient (e.g., defibrillator, dialysis,

ventilator)

Discussion: Conversations with other health care

providers about the status of the patient

Documentation: Bedside clinical (paper)

documentation of patient care such as vital signs,

medications, and procedures

General care: Routine ICU tasks such as feeding,

bathing, and comforting the patient

Infusion setup: Setting up the intravenous (IV)

infusion such as priming, line insertion, and pump

preparation

Medication administration: Process of administering

medication orally, through infusion, or injection

(e.g., connecting syringe to the IV access device and

injecting the medication directly into the vein)

Medication order: Process of ordering medication

for the patient using the medication electronic

system

Medication preparation: Preparing medication for

injection, infusion, or oral administration (e.g.,

priming IV lines or syringe, preparing the

medication cup, connecting IV lines to patients)

Procedure: Medical procedures performed on the

patient (e.g., taking blood sample, intubation)

Pump programming: Setting the IV medication

dosage and volume to be infused by the pump

Using the computer station: Using the in-room

computer station for any reason other than

medication order (e.g., research, email)

Vitals monitoring: Acquiring patient vital signs

visually from the displays of the various monitoring

devices to which the patient is connected

Alarm: Medical equipment or

emergency alarms

Patient-related: Interruptions that

convey information about patient the

observed nurse was treating (e.g., MD

orders a new medication, phone call

from the lab to discuss blood test)

Personal: Personal communications

that are not about the patient or CVICU

tasks (e.g., greetings, personal

conversations about vacations)

Work-related: Interruptions that are

related to CVICU tasks but not about the

patient-in-care (e.g., PCC discusses a

new transfer, other nurses request help

for their patients)

Specific content
Asking help

CCIS (Critical Care Info. System)

Helping others

Looking for colleague

MD talking

Missing tools

Nurse talking

Patient arrival

Patient question

Patient talking

Patient transfer

Patient-visitor conversation

Shift hand-over/breaks

Staff talking

Visitor talking
Other: Any other task not categorized above Visitor question
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CVICU nurses before the first observational study was
undertaken. The final category (i.e., specific content) was
based on opportunistic notes taken during the previous
study and was added to minimize the need for note-taking
for some recurring events (e.g., asking for help).

An inter-rater reliability analysis was conducted for the
coding of events observed in the pilot studies. Cohen’s k
(Landis and Koch, 1977) was calculated to compare the
coding of the three major data collection categories (i.e.,
interruption source, primary task, and interruption con-
tent) of the Ph.D. student (benchmark) with each
undergraduate observer. Results showed perfect agree-
ments between observer pairs for the interruption source
(k = 1.00), substantial to perfect for the primary task
(0.72 < k < 1.00), and almost perfect for the interruption
content (0.87 < k < 1.00).

2.1. Instrument

To facilitate data collection, a software tool inspired by
Remote Analysis of Team Environments (RATE) (Guerlain
et al., 2002) was developed and was used on Apple iPad
tablets (with retina display). As shown in Fig. 1, the tool
includes 4 clickable and scrollable lists: interruption
source, primary task, interruption content, and specific
content (described in Table 1). To code the start of an event
(primary task or interruption) the observer interacted with
the tool to select the proper categories from these four

lists. Double-tapping anywhere on the screen meant that
the event has started and this action created a time-stamped
event in a database. The four most recent events were visible
at the bottom of the screen to facilitate the recording of
when an event ended. When the observer clicked an event,
it was time-stamped and removed from the list. The timer
on the top left of the display kept a running time of the
entire observation which could be stopped by clicking on
‘STOP’. There was also a ‘NOTE’ button, which was used by
the observer to take opportunistic notes using iPad’s digital
keyboard. When the observer finished taking a note by
clicking the ‘ENTER’ button, the note was time-stamped
and saved in the database. The interface also allowed for
indication of non-task times through the ‘NTT’ option
whenever an observation was not possible (e.g., breaks,
curtains on).

2.2. CVICU staff

The CVICU observed has approximately 20 registered
nurses (RNs), who are rostered and are present during each
day shift, including 1 clinical resource RN and 1 nurse
manager. Overall, there are about 100 nurses working in
this CVICU. Other personnel generally available during day
shifts on weekdays are: 1 patient-care coordinator (PCC), 2
staff medical doctors (MDs), 2 vascular fellows, 2 unit
clerks, 3 patient care assistants (PCAs), and 3–4 cardiovas-
cular surgeons. Each day, there are two rounds (at 07:30
Fig. 1. The iPad data collection instrument.
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 15:00) in which the CVICU team participates. There are
 vascular team rounds at 08:00. Due to the significant
ber of communication-related events involved and the

sence of many clinicians (sometimes up to 10), rounds
re treated as a special case and no observations were
ducted during the rounds. In fact, there are previous
dies dedicated specifically to investigating interruptions
ing ICU rounds (e.g., Alvarez and Coiera, 2005).

 Procedure

At the beginning of the study, the observer explained
 study procedures and told the participants that the
us of the study was not to collect data on their
formance but to collect data on the events that resulted
n interruption to their tasks. After obtaining participant
sent, one observer observed one nurse inside a specific
 room that was under the care of the participant. The
erver marked the start and end of each task conducted
the nurse (i.e., primary task). If the nurse went back and
h between two tasks, then for every switch, one task

s ended and a new task was started. With this framing,
re were no overlapping tasks. When an interruption
urred, the observer entered the relevant information on

 tool. If time allowed, the observer also typed in
itional comments (e.g., lab called to discuss results).

 observer did not speak to the nurse and did not ask any
stions during the observation period.

The definition of interruption adopted for this research
n external intrusion of a secondary task, which leads to a

ontinuity in primary task. This definition is similar to the
 used in previous research (Grundgeiger et al., 2010;
angohar et al., 2014). To operationalize this definition,
 interruption data were collected only when it was
sible to observe a break in the primary task due to an
rruption (e.g., nurse stopping documentation while
ussing the patient with an MD).

esults

 Primary tasks

Overall, 827 primary task activities were observed. Of
se activities, 256 (31%) involved discussion with
er personnel, 166 (20%) were documentation, 81
%) involved general care, and 64 (8%) were procedures
. 2a). Nurses spent almost half of their time communi-

ing with other personnel (26%) and documenting (23%)
. 2b). They spent 15% of their time conducting
cedures and 10% providing general care. Both Fig. 2a

 b categorize these different primary tasks in terms of
ing high-, medium-, or low-severity outcomes in case
n error. This categorization followed the methods used
ur earlier studies (Sasangohar et al., 2014; Trbovich

al., 2010); as stated in the Methods section, four
erienced CVICU nurses categorized their primary tasks
ow-, medium-, or high-severity and the mode response
s chosen. Based on this categorization, nurses spent
ut 50% of their time conducting medium-severity
s, 35% performing high-severity tasks, and 14% on
-severity tasks (Fig. 2b).

3.2. Interruption characteristics

In 19 h of total observation time, 254 interruptions
were observed. That is, on average, one interruption
occurred per about 5 min of observation.

3.3. Interruption context

Of the 254 interruptions observed, other nurses were
the most common source (51.57%), followed by MDs
(12.99%), visitors (7.87%), equipment (6.69%), patients
(4.72%), and phone (4.33%). The remaining interruption
sources accounted for less than 15% of all interruptions.

The majority of interruptions happened during docu-
mentation (40.68%), general care (11.86%), discussion
(10.17%), and procedures (9.32%). Overall, 52% of interrup-
tions happened during medium-severity tasks, followed
by high-severity (36%), and then low-severity (12%) tasks.
Fig. 3 presents the average number of interruptions per
task occurrence. High-severity tasks such as medication
administration (0.26), medication preparation (0.26), med-
ication order (0.23), and pump programming (0.2) were
revealed in this figure to have high rates of interruptions per
task occurrence following documentation (0.29) which had
the highest rate.

3.4. Interruption content

The majority of interruptions were either work- (40%)
or patient-related (29%). Interruptions with personal
content and alarms constituted 24% and 7% of all
interruptions, respectively.

Table 2 reports the average rate of interruptions per hour
(and standard deviation, SD) from different sources and with
different contents observed during the three primary task
severities. To obtain this table, we first calculated the rates
for each participant; the table presents the averages (and
SDs) which were obtained across participants. Overall,
nurses were the most prevalent source of interruption
regardless of task severity, but their rate of interruptions was
highest during low-severity tasks (high-severity: 8.66/h;
medium-severity: 6.14/h; low-severity: 21.66/h). MDs were
the second most frequent source of interruption during high
(2.58/h) and low-severity tasks (6.17/h), whereas visitors
were the second most frequent source observed during
medium-severity tasks (2.09/h). There were a few observa-
tion sessions where the low-task severity periods were quite
short (e.g., 48 s for one nurse). Interruptions happened
during these periods, leading to large interruption rates
calculated for these nurses. These extreme values, which are
realistic, are reflected in the large standard deviations as well
as the large averages reported in Table 2 for the low-severity
tasks. However, the statistical models presented in the
following sections adjust for such extreme values.

3.5. Statistical analysis

Generalized linear models were built to compare rate of
interruptions with different contents observed during
different levels of task severity. The models were fitted
using PROC GENMOD in SAS 9.2, with the specifications of
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a log link function and Poisson distribution. Repeated
measures were accounted for by using Generalized
Estimating Equations (GEE). The logarithm of the total
duration of different task severities observed for each
participant was used as an offset variable.

Two separate generalized linear models were built since
no alarms were observed during medium-severity tasks.
The first model was a 3 (task severity: high, medium, or
low) � 3 (content: patient-related, work-related, or person-
al) and excluded alarms. The second model, which excluded
the medium task-severity level, was a 2 (task severity: high
or low) � 4 (content: patient-related, work-related, person-
al, or alarm) and informed the results about alarms.

Model 1 results revealed significant effects for content

severity (x2(4) = 207.71, p < .0001). Follow-up compari-
sons of content across different task severity levels
revealed that the rate of interruptions with personal
content observed during low-severity tasks was 1.97 (95%
CI: 1.04, 3.74, z = 2.08, p = .04) and 3.23 (95% CI: 1.51, 6.89,
z = 3.03, p = .003) times the rate of interruptions with
personal content observed during high- and medium-
severity tasks, respectively. Further, the rate of patient-
related interruptions during high-severity tasks was
2.39 times that of low-severity tasks (95% CI: 1.03, 5.54,
z = 2.03, p = .04). Other comparisons were not significant
(p > .05), except there was a marginally significant
difference between patient-related interruptions during
high-severity tasks and during medium-severity tasks.

Fig. 2. Percentage of different primary tasks: (a) percent frequency (n = 827), (b) percent duration (total duration = 19 h).
More specifically, the rate of patient-related interruptions
(x2(2) = 18.51, p < .0001) and its interaction with task
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ing high-severity tasks was 1.3 times the rate of
ient-related interruptions during medium-severity
s (95% CI: 0.98, 1.88, z = 1.86, p = .06).

Follow-up comparisons of task-severity level across
erent contents were also conducted. During low-
erity tasks, the rate of personal interruptions was
1 times the rate of work-related interruptions (95% CI:
3, 2.54, z = 4.44, p < .0001), 3 times the rate of patient-
ted interruptions (95% CI: 2.17, 4.15, z = 6.66,

 .0001), and 7 times the rate of alarms (95% CI: 2.78,
63, z = 4.13, p < .0001). In addition, during high-severity
s, the rate of work-related interruptions was 1.9

es the rate of personal interruptions (95% CI: 1.34, 2.72,
3.56, p < .0001) and 2.5 times the rate of alarms (95% CI:
7, 3.53, z = 5.21, p < .0001). Similarly, again during high-
erity tasks, the rate of patient-related interruptions was
7 times the rate of personal interruptions (95% CI: 1.16,
3, z = 2.9, p < .0001) and 2.06 times the rate of alarms

(95% CI: 1.44, 2.98, z = 3.98, p < .0001). During medium-
severity tasks, the rate of work-related interruptions was
1.47 times the rate of patient-related interruptions (95%
CI: 1.02, 2.11, z = 2.08, p = .037) and 2.78 times the rate of
personal interruptions (95% CI: 1.91, 4.03, z = 5.37,
p < .0001). Furthermore, for medium-severity tasks, the
rate of patient-related interruptions was 1.89 times the
rate of personal interruptions (95% CI: 1.34, 2.67, z = 3.61,
p < .001). Other comparisons were not significant (p > .05).

4. Discussion

As part of a larger observational study which also
evaluated the effectiveness of an interruption mitigation
tool in a CVICU setting, 13 nurses were observed in a
baseline condition (i.e., in rooms with no tool). The total
observation time for these nurses was 19 h during which
the primary tasks performed by the nurses as well as

3. Average number of interruptions per primary task occurrence (primary task categories during which no interruptions were observed are excluded).

Table 2

Rate of interruptions (frequency per hour) by source and content during different interrupted-task severities.

Severity of interrupted task Source Content

Top 4 interruption sources:

rate per hour (standard deviation)

Interruption content ranking:

rate per hour (standard deviation)

High (1) Nurse: 8.66 (4.01) (1) Work-related: 6.21 (3.31)

(2) MD: 2.58 (2.33) (2) Patient-related: 5.03 (2.45)

(3) Equipment: 2.10 (1.73) (3) Personal: 3.29 (2.03)

(4) Visitor: 1.03 (3.73) (4) Alarm: 3.26 (3.40)

Medium (1) Nurse: 6.14 (2.16) (1) Work-related: 5.47 (3.37)

(2) Visitor: 2.09 (2.09) (2) Patient-related: 4.02 (3.32)

(3) MD: 1.30 (1.66) (3) Personal: 2.12 (1.64)

(4) Patient: 0.54 (0.77) (4) Alarm: 0 (0)

Low (1) Nurse: 21.66 (42.86) (1) Personal: 21.22 (43.04)

(2) MD: 6.17 (19.40) (2) Patient-related: 9.70 (21.84)

(3) PCC: 5.77 (20.80) (3) Work-related: 5.16 (9.76)

(4) Patient: 2.92 (9.75) (4) Alarm: 3.20 (9.72)
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the interruptions that they experienced were recorded.
The results showed that nurses spent most of their time
communicating with other staff (26%) and doing docu-
mentation (23%). These findings are in line with previous
research; Keohane et al. (2008) reported 22.6% for the
former and previous findings on the latter ranged between
12.84% and 35.1% (Keohane et al., 2008; Wong et al., 2003).

Similar to previous studies, we observed ICU nurses to
get interrupted frequently. On average, 12 interruptions
were recorded per hour, slightly smaller than our previous
study (Sasangohar et al., 2014) but in line with other
observational studies in ICU settings which reported
4.5–15.3 per hour (Ballermann et al., 2010; Drews,
2007; Grundgeiger et al., 2010). This reduction in rate
from our previous study might be due to differences in the
way the definition of interruption was operationalized.
Other nurses (�52%) accounted for almost half of all
interruptions, followed by MDs (�13%), and visitors (�8%).
Previous research also found nurses to be the most
frequent interruption source (Drews, 2007; McGillis Hall
et al., 2010; Sasangohar et al., 2014).

Observation of nurses’ tasks showed that nurses spent
half of their time (50% of observation time) performing
medium-severity tasks and almost one-third of their time
(35%) conducting high-severity tasks. A very similar
pattern was observed with respect to the percentage of
interruptions, where most interruptions happened during
medium- (52%) and high-severity tasks (36%). This
evidence suggests that not only medium and high-risk
tasks may be conducted frequently in ICUs, but they may
also be interrupted as frequently as low-severity tasks.
Thus, efforts should be made to minimize interruptions
that could lead to errors, especially for high-severity tasks.

It should be noted that the percentage of different task
severities observed in our study may not translate directly
to other settings due to cultural and organizational
differences across ICUs as well as due to variations in
nurses’ tasks and risk perceptions. A major contribution of
our research is capturing the context in which interrup-
tions happen, in particular the task criticality. No other
interruption research we know of evaluated interruptions
within this framing. However, as reported earlier, for
common assessments (e.g., time spent on different
primary tasks, frequency of interruptions, frequent sources
of interruptions), our results are in line with other ICU
studies, including ones from Canada (Ballermann et al.,
2010), the United States (Drews, 2007; Keohane et al.,
2008), and Australia (Grundgeiger et al., 2010), providing
partial support to the generalizability of our findings.

Similar to our previous study (Sasangohar et al., 2014), a
large percentage of interruptions were found to be either
work- (40%) or patient-related (29%). These types of
interruptions potentially have positive effects but might
be delayed if they are non-urgent. Thus, future research
should investigate the urgency of interruptions. There
were also potentially negative interruptions observed in
our study. For example, personal interruptions were
observed at a rate of 3.29/h during high-severity tasks.
Arguably, these interruptions should be blocked during
high-severity tasks but can help relieve boredom and have
a positive effect during low-severity tasks. The majority of

previous interruption mitigation approaches in healthcare
such as no interruption-zones (Anthony et al., 2010) or ‘Do
Not Disturb’ vests (Craig et al., 2013) try to block
interruptions without considering potentially important
contextual information. Overall, developing situation-
specific mitigation approaches by considering the rele-
vance of an interruption (to patient and/or task) as well as
its urgency remains a research gap.

In line with our previous findings (Sasangohar et al.,
2014), it was found that the rate of interruptions with
personal content was significantly higher during low-
severity tasks compared to medium- and high-severity
tasks. This finding provides support for the efficacy of tools
or methods which can improve the awareness of other
personnel of the tasks performed by nurses. Given that
such awareness displays have been shown to be effective
in other domains (e.g., Dabbish and Kraut, 2008; Fogarty
et al., 2004), we developed a task-severity awareness tool
through which the nurses can communicate to people who
are approaching a room that they are conducting a high-
severity task. When engaged by the nurse through
different controls (e.g., buttons) within a room, a display
presents a ‘Do Not Disturb Please!’ message outside the
room. As reported in Sasangohar et al. (in press), this tool
was observed to eliminate interruptions with personal
content during high-severity tasks. It should be noted that
the tool was installed in the CVICU unit we observed,
2 weeks prior to the start of data collection, including the
baseline condition reported in this paper. Although the tool
was installed in only one out of the 24 rooms of this CVICU,
it is possible that the existence of the tool in another room
while the baseline data reported in the current paper were
being collected may have influenced the general interrup-
tion behavior within the unit. However, even when there
was an observer present, the nurses had to be prompted to
use the tool 69% of the time (Sasangohar et al., in press).
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the use rate was much
lower in general, relieving concerns about the effects of the
tool on the data reported in the current paper.

In general, the participants were aware of the study’s
objective of investigating interruptions and some had
participated in our previous study, which might have also
influenced their behavior. However, if there were an
influence, one would expect the frequency of interruptions
to decrease, leading to an underestimation. Further,
clinical errors were not documented in this study. Future
research is needed to understand the effects of different
types of interruptions on task performance.

A general limitation of observational studies is the
possibility of deviation from natural behavior due to the
presence of an observer (also known as the Hawthorne
effect). Future work is needed to replicate this study using
less intrusive observational techniques such as video
recording. In general, recording observations in a complex
environment such as an ICU is challenging and requires
domain expertise. Although our analysis revealed a high
degree of inter-rater reliability, utilizing healthcare
personnel as a benchmark in future studies can help
improve the quality of data collection. In addition, in this
study, we did not collect participants’ demographic
information in order to prevent privacy concerns and
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ourage natural behavior. Arguably, characteristics such
ge, experience, and organizational ranking may result
ifferent interruption behaviors. For example, interrup-
s to and from nurse managers may differ significantly
pared to interruptions experienced or initiated by

ior nurses. Future studies should investigate the effect
hese characteristics on the occurrence of interruptions.
Another limitation of our study was that only the day
fts were observed. Interruptions may in fact have
erent characteristics during night shifts where no
issions or rounds happen and communication is

uced. In addition, other ICU environments (e.g.,
iatric) may generate different patterns due to varia-
s in workflow, culture, and policies. Moreover,
ough we captured exposure through task durations,
e tasks may require more personnel to be present (e.g.,

cedures) and therefore might be more likely to be
rrupted. This variation might explain the higher rate of

 interruptions observed during high-severity tasks
pared to medium-severity tasks.

In conclusion, the results reported in this paper support
 findings of our previous study (Sasangohar et al., 2014).
CU personnel appear to take context into account
ore interrupting nurses. This finding provides support
the efficacy of tools or methods which can improve other
sonnel’s awareness of the tasks performed by nurses.
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